92 civic fuse box

Lake Chevy helped make these videos. The video above shows how to replace blown fuses in
the interior fuse box of your Honda Civic in addition to the fuse panel diagram location.
Electrical components such as your map light, radio, heated seats, high beams, power windows
all have fuses and if they suddenly stop working, chances are you have a fuse that has blown
out. If your Civic is experiencing electrical problems, you should always check the fuses first,
because they are relatively easy to check and cheap to change. Some Hondas have multiple
interior fuse boxes including in the trunk - the video above will show you where the interior fuse
box of your Civic is located. If your Civic has many options like a sunroof, navigation, heated
seats, etc, the more fuses it has. Some components may have multiple fuses, so make sure you
check all of the fuses that are linked to the component in question. If you need to replace a
blown fuse in your Civic, make sure you replace it with one that has the same amperage as the
blown fuse. If checking and replacing the fuse for the component in question doesn't work, we
recommend seeking assistance from a trusted professional mechanic. They should be able to
figure out if the component needs to be replaced or if there is a short or some other problem
with your Civic. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things
on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars
on the road. If you are leaking oil and parking on your oil spots each night, the oil is breaking
down your tires' rubber. Driving with your phone pressed against your ear is illegal in many
places. See how to talk hands free! Car companies often use the same engines in different cars.
They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other
tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your
car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your
car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has
produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Plug the oil leak. Coupe
2 Door. Pair your phone. Top up power steering fluid. Help keep your car as responsive as you
are by maintaining proper power steering fluid levels. Proper jumpstart procedure. Learning
how to jump your car before you need to is an excellent idea. See all videos for the Honda Civic.
We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything Automotive
Forums. I just bought me a volt meter and temp gauge for my pod. Right now I having trouble
hooking it up to the fuse box under the steering wheel. Is there any diagram about the fuse box
or electrical wires. I have the service manuel but it doesn't tell me what is free for me to tap.
Specifically I want to know if it safe to connect to c, c, c, c or c since they are not used. I'm sorry
I think this post is too techy for this forum. It been 2 days and so far no one can answer the
question. I keep forgetting that most of these guys in this forum had the most a GED. I need to
find a real tech site with real tech people. It's been one hour and 30 minutes. I'll see if I can dig
up a wiring diagram for your ungrateful ass :loser: well, I googled it and didn't come up with
anything sorry :icon BTW: what the hell does a GED have to do with automotive knowledge? I'm
not sorry, your the chick that wanted gauges and a gauge pod so people think you are fast and
won't try to race you and had plans on turboing a K mile D15B7 and think you are smoking
people with a stock D15B7 motor. I shall throw this up once again :loser:. Thanks snowman, you
are a real tech. The sites you gave me really help. Now I got both of my gauges hook up to my
fuse box. Now I only need to run the temp gauge wire to my engine temp line. First I need to find
the safest way to send it thru fire wall. I let you know what happens tommorrow. Lake Ford
helped make these videos. The video above shows how to replace blown fuses in the interior
fuse box of your Honda Civic in addition to the fuse panel diagram location. Electrical
components such as your map light, radio, heated seats, high beams, power windows all have
fuses and if they suddenly stop working, chances are you have a fuse that has blown out. If
your Civic is experiencing electrical problems, you should always check the fuses first, because
they are relatively easy to check and cheap to change. Some Hondas have multiple interior fuse
boxes including in the trunk - the video above will show you where the interior fuse box of your
Civic is located. If your Civic has many options like a sunroof, navigation, heated seats, etc, the
more fuses it has. Some components may have multiple fuses, so make sure you check all of
the fuses that are linked to the component in question. If you need to replace a blown fuse in
your Civic, make sure you replace it with one that has the same amperage as the blown fuse. If
checking and replacing the fuse for the component in question doesn't work, we recommend
seeking assistance from a trusted professional mechanic. They should be able to figure out if
the component needs to be replaced or if there is a short or some other problem with your
Civic. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their
cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the
road. Odd electrical problems that come out of nowhere can often signify a blown engine fuse check and change yours here! If your brake fluid is a little low, learn how to add some here.

Ignoring a low level leads to big problems. Car companies often use the same engines in
different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names
amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable
video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look
exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it.
Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Replace
your car battery. Did you know that heat is worse for your battery than cold? Replace it every 4
years. Coupe 2 Door. Top up power steering fluid. Help keep your car as responsive as you are
by maintaining proper power steering fluid levels. Check for a blown engine fuse. Add brake
fluid. See all videos for the Honda Civic. We have a massive and growing video library, but we
don't have everything This is a Viper two-way paging alarm, remote start, keyless entry install
behind the gauge cluster in a fifth generation Civic. Any DEI alarm going into any model Civic or
Integra will be very similar, and I will keep the terms general enough to make this useful for any
brand alarm. Cluster installs are recommended for stealth remote starts or stealth installs into
sedans or cars with a stripped interior. Do not attempt to install an alarm behind the cluster on a
91 or earlier Civic, 96 or later Civic, or 93 or earlier Integra. There simply isn't room and you're
likely to break something on the older cars with the cable speedometers. This install is not easy.
It took me two days and I've been installing alarms for years. If you're not doing remote start,
and your car has two doors, I strongly suggest you do my more common stealth install
underneath the driver's side rear quarter plastic. Look at the other installs for a rear quarter
panel install. All wires must be verified with a multimeter. I cover how to do that, as well as what
tools and supplies you need, how to make wire connections, and some other things you need to
know to install an alarm correctly in "the Basics" section. When installed correctly, remote start
is safe on an automatic transmission. The alarm wont remote start unless the transmission is in
park or neutral, so you don't have to worry about the car driving off or lurching. The Viper is not
intended to be installed on manual transmission equipped vehicles. Recently the Viper was
released for that application. It works by requiring you to engage the remote start and exit the
vehicle while the engine is running turbo timer. The alarm shuts down the engine when you
close the door. A manual transmission is different than an automatic in that there is no way to
tell what position the shifter is in. There is a start-kill controlled by a switch on the clutch pedal
ensuring that the vehicle will not start unless the clutch is pressed in. Installing a remote start
requires you to bypass this switch making the car unsafe. I have witnessed remote starts
starting spontaneously with no input on the remote. The parking brake, even if properly
adjusted and maintained which often times it is not is not enough to hold the car in place.
Regardless, people are stupid and they will risk life and property in exchange for convenience
and admiration. If you want to shortcut portions of this guide to do so, please feel free to send
me pics of the resulting disaster. Installing an alarm is very complicated; particularly a remote
start with all the add-ons. You have to be organized and methodical or else the entire install will
be a mess. The best way to start is to get all the "peripherals" out of the way and run their wires
to where you will be mounting the alarm brain. By "peripherals" I mean all the sensors, sirens,
actuators, the antenna, LED and valet button. For optimal range, run the antenna wire up high
and stretch it out completely. I ran the antenna wire up the A pillar and down the headliner until I
ran out of slack above the rear quarter glass. This is a good spot for the antenna because it
doesn't have defrost lines like the rear glass and it isn't covered by sheet metal if you were to
put the antenna under the headliner. I've never had a problem with an antenna not sticking to
the glass but if you want to be absolutely sure, clean a small area of the glass with rubbing
alcohol and heat up the adhesive with a heat gun for a few seconds until it's tacky. Then push
the antenna down and hold it in place for 30 seconds. Make sure after you've run the wire and
put the plastic trim back in place that the harness doesn't come loose from the antenna. The
manual claims you can get even better range by turning off code hopping in the program menu,
but I don't see much of a point. Hot glue the underside to hold the LED in place. Generally I do
not mount the valet button. I have it plugged in until the entire install is done so that I can
program certain options, and then I unplug it before I put the interior back together. If you plan
to keep the valet button plugged in, make sure to program the button presses needed to disable
the alarm to anything other than the one-press default. This is a pretty decent spot to hide the
piezo behind the glovebox, but there are many other possibilities as well. One place you can
hide the engine bay siren is behind the turn signal in the fender. It's also a good opportunity to
relocate the hood cable, but we'll get to that later. Pull the turn signal toward the front of the
vehicle. There's a tab on the inside against the headlight and these two tabs on the back. Mount
it with metal tapping screws be wary of what's on the engine bay side ie the headlight harness
from the inside or screws and speed clips from the outside. I ran the wire where the hood

release cable used to be, re-using its clips, and in through the hole to the driver's dash. The
problem with the hood cable is that a thief can easily cut the plastic inner fender liner and get to
it to pop the hood. Re-route it through the engine bay and make it that much harder for them to
get into your car. Disconnect the cable from the handle, pull it through the fender, pop the clips
out, then pull it through the turn signal cavity. Now re-route it up and over the shock toward
toward the master cylinder. Secure it with zipties. Pop out the plastic grommet and run it
through, then connect it back to the handle. I like to re-use this existing hole for the hood pin
because it's easy to access once you've removed the turn signal. Hood pins don't work so well
in wet climates because they rust quickly. If you live in a wet climate, I suggest making a mount
out of a backstrap so that the hood pin is sheltered under the hood. I never use shock sensors
because they're worthless. They don't detect glass breaking reliably. All they do is false alarm. I
throw them away and that frees up a sensor port for something else. This is an interconnect
harness that I got from Crutchfield. This will allow me to leave my stock wiring stock and uncut,
and also looks very stealth when your wires have been tapped in and then covered with split
loom and electric tape. I removed the starter kill relay that came attached to the interconnect
harness as I will not be using it. The female side of the harness red wire is the key side that
connects to the green starter output wire on the alarm. The alarm's purple wire goes to the
white wire. Then tape up and split loom the whole thing to make it look factory. Remove the two
screws in the plastic cover and then heat up the solder on the circuit board while pulling on the
wire. Installing the alarm behind the cluster is a real pain. It's hard to get the control unit into the
little cavity, and you'll have to manage all the wiring and peripherals so that the cluster fits
nicely into place afterwards. First pop the tab that holds the cluster harness down and then cut
the little plastic strap to open up the hole. It makes no sense at all to put the alarm control unit
behind the cluster if you're going to make all your connections in the usual accessible spots
under the dash. All the wiring gives away the control units location, but worst of all, a thief
never has to get to the control unit if he can get to some of the critical wires. Lucky for you, I
found most of the connections on the cluster harness and nearby. The trunk trigger is a little
more complicated if you're going to be sharing it with other triggers ie the battery backup. This
alarm comes with a shrink wrapped set of diodes the white wires Y'd together with the black
shrink wrap. Connect the alarm's blue wire to the single side of the diode, then connect the
branch to the only solid green wire on the cluster harness. Connect the other branch to the
battery backup module's blue wire while you're at it. You can add more diodes for more triggers.
Get some 1, 3, or 5A diodes and connect the striped end to the trigger side and the solid end to
the alarm side. Take extra care to make the alarm's connection to these wires look factory by
using heat shrink or split loom. Luckily, you can tap into the wire that triggers the factory relay.
When the car is remote started below 55 degrees it will turn on the rear defrost for you. So it's
up to you whether hooking up the domelight is worth the extra hassle to wire in a relay.
Basically the alarm will turn on the domelight for 30 seconds when you disarm the alarm.
Ground 87 to the chassis with a ring terminal, and branch 30 to the alarm's green door trigger
input wire. Use a panel popper and carefully pop out the grey A pillar trim. This wire triggers
when either door opens. This wire shows ground in both the park and neutral positions. You
have the option of putting a toggle switch provided inline with this wire so that you can
manually lock out remote start. When it's my car on the line, and possibly someone's life or a
big lawsuit, this is what my standard of safety looks like. First, a manual LED toggle switch so I
can lock out any possibility of unintentional remote start. Also great if I allow someone to
borrow the car. A magnet switch mounted to the shifter that is closed only when it's in neutral,
and finally it's grounded through the parking brake switch. Use a 1 AMP inline fuse. It's a good
idea to find two sides of a 3-pin plug at the junkyard to use for the switch so you can unplug it
and remove the console when you need to without leaving any bare wires disconnected. The car
has a built in start-kill that wont allow the engine to start unless the clutch pedal is pushed
down. The alarm provides a negative 'status" output during remote start. Mounting the control
module and the battery is not easy. You'll have to get creative with some backstraps, double
sided tape, and some zip ties. Connect the red wire to a constant 12v source like the wire
coming out of the interconnect harness. Branch the battery backup module's blue wire to the
alarm's blue trigger input via a diode as I explained earlier. You can source option plugs in the
doors and engine bays at the junkyard, or you can use female quick disconnects. There are
constant 12v outputs, accessory 12v outputs, and a parking light output. In this install we are
only concerned with the far left constant 12v. Use an inline fuse holder with a rating of 15A if
powering the alarm , 1A if powering relays, or 10A or so if powering the door locks. The lowest
fuse rating you can use is the safest, or you can just throw a 15 in there and never give it a
second thought. The two red option outputs are Constant 12v insert a fuse into 17 for the
second from the left constant 12v , the oranges are Accessory 12v insert a fuse into 16 for the

center option output , and white is a Parking Light input fuse If your car came with factory door
locks, connect the 22 gauge green and blue alarm wires to them in the driver's kick. They're on
a two-pin plug that isn't plugged into anything optional security system , taped with blue tape to
the harness coming from the driver's door behind the hood release cable that goes up behind
the fuse box. Cut off the plug and wire them up directly. I cover how to install and wire actuators
in the "actuators" section. Use the M relay pack included with the alarm and wire it as follows:.
This alarm has a "2nd unlock output" requires an additional relay giving you the option of
driver's priority unlock. A lot of newer cars have this feature. What it means is that only the
driver's door unlocks when you disarm the alarm or turn off the ignition. If you want the
passenger's door to unlock, you have to hit disarm a second time. You program these options
using the key and valet button as per the installation manual p I list the options that should be
changed from the default settings. This is the last pic I took. Not beautiful, but organized and
clean. Most of these wires don't need to be concealed because the dash cover and sheet metal
takes care of that for you. Any wires visible from below are split loomed and then taped. Use the
M if you added actuators. Stealth Alarm Install Honda Civic This is a Viper two-way paging
alarm, remote start, keyless entry install behind the gauge cluster in a fifth generation Civic.
This page is intended to supplement the instruction manual provided with the alarm. Remote
Start on a Manual Transmission When installed correctly, remote start is safe on an automatic
transmission. Not my doing. Alarm Peripherals Installing an alarm is very complicated;
particularly a remote start with all the add-ons. Antenna For optimal range, run the antenna wire
up high and stretch it out completely. I wasn't happy with the outcome so I decided to try
something else. I took out the LED by prying out the cover. I got another clock-delete panel from
the junkyard. Valet Generally I do not mount the valet button. Piezo Siren This is a pretty decent
spot to hide the piezo behind the glovebox, but there are many other possibilities as well.
Engine Bay Siren One place you can hide the engine bay siren is behind the turn signal in the
fender. Remove the screw. Customize Siren Tones Re-route the Hood Cable The problem with
the hood cable is that a thief can easily cut the plastic inner fender liner and get to it to pop the
hood. Hood Pin I like to re-use this existing hole for the hood pin because it's easy to access
once you've removed the turn signal. Shock Sensor I never use shock sensors because they're
worthless. Prep Alarm This is an interconnect harness that I got from Crutchfield. Starter
Outputs I removed the starter kill relay that came attached to the interconnect harness as I will
not be using it. Twist the ribbon cable so it can be split loomed. Trunk Trigger The trunk trigger
is a little more complicated if you're going to be sharing it with other triggers ie the battery
backup. Manual Transmission When it's my car on the line, and possibly someone's life or a big
lawsuit, this is what my standard of safety looks like. Clutch Switch Bypass The car has a built
in start-kill that wont allow the engine to start unless the clutch pedal is pushed down. Cut the
alarm's red wire before the fuse and connect it to the battery backup's grey wire. Ground the
black wire via a ring terminal to the chassis. Power Door Locks If your car came with factory
door locks, connect the 22 gauge green and blue alarm wires to them in the driver's kick.
Aftermarket Actuators I cover how to install and wire actuators in the "actuators" section.
Recommended Programming Options You program these options using the key and valet
button as per the installation manual p Make sure the doors lock on arm and unlock on disarm.
Make sure the doors lock on ignition and unlock when you remove the key. Make sure the
parking lights flash and both sirens chirp on arm and disarm. Make sure the domelight is
controlled by the alarm. Sit inside the car and test the remote start. Make sure it shuts down
with the brake. Make sure the remote start wont start with the hood open, parking brake down,
or shifter in gear. You can de-pin the following marked in red. Condition is "Used". Has one hole
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